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Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Forum Module

Connect with participants and encourage on- and 
off topic discussions. Understand needs and 
wants by fostering bonds and by offering an 
information sharing environment.

‣ Streamline communication - simply ask a question within a forum 
and see everyone’s responses in a clear, chronological order. 

‣ Enable collaboration - contribute ideas that are stored in the 
online forum-thread that can be referred back to at any time. 

‣Drive loyalty - supported by gamification giving participants more 
reasons to collaborate.  

‣ Encourage networking - over time it will create a network 
amongst participants being actively engaged with each other. 

‣ Project Q&A - provide a place for participants to ask questions and 
find answers to common topics.

‣Group discussions 
‣ Ethnography / observing conversations 
‣ Target audience understanding 
‣ Co-creation & ideation 
‣ Project Q&A 
‣ Bonding / networking 
‣ Consider for iterative/agile projects



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Challenge Module

Get direct inspiration from your audience by 
enabling the crowdsourcing of ideas. Promote 
collaboration, idea generation, innovation and co- 
creation with and between participants.  

‣ It’s visual - allow participants to post ideas in form of images, 
videos or mood boards. 

‣ It’s insightful - get a diversity in viewpoints, knowledge, and 
experience. A wide range of insights and innovative ideas can be 
generated by participants. 

‣ Collect ideas quickly - one person’s idea quickly sparks a dozen or 
more new or different reactions from the group. 

‣ Encourages co-creation - allow the group to function as a 
collective mind that intuitively knows the best ways to build upon, 
amplify, or refine one another’s ideas. 

‣ Brainstorming 
‣ Co-creation & ideation 
‣ Concept development & refinement 
‣ (Group) problem solving 
‣Website UX research



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Journal Module

Map the customer journey and reveal habits of 
consumers through the use of repetitive 
questions. Get private responses on a recurring 
basis.  

‣ Personal - interact on individual level with participants and be able 
to understand what makes them tick.  

‣ Private and secure - journals are not visible to other participants 
making them ideal for more sensitive topics.  

‣ ‘See’ into peoples’ lives - tap into a moment’s notice, using in-
home product trials, video diaries, or self-ethnography shopping 
missions.

‣ Customer journey mapping 
‣Digital ethnography 
‣ In-House User Testing (IHUT) 
‣ In-the-moment research

‣ Personal observations 
‣Habits and usage tracking 
‣ Lifestyle feedback 
‣ Customer experience



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Questionnaire Module

Make timely and educated decisions by polling 
participants. Ask a series of qualitative and 
quantitive questions to quickly gather information 
from participants and analyze in real- time. 

‣ Cost efficient - collect massive amounts of data from participants 
in a relatively short period of time. 

‣ Segment based on the result - participants can automatically be 
grouped into segments and assigned various tasks.  

‣Actionable data - create new strategies and follow trends in your 
audience. Generate predictions and create benchmarks for follow-
up. 

‣ It’s versatile - includes open questions, numerical, multiple choice, 
grid, rating scale, slider, date select and routing/skipping logic.

‣Quick polling of opinions 
‣Group participants automatically based on similar answers 
‣ Providing a seamless member experience for quant  

and qual research 
‣ Exporting results to PDF for quick sharing



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Blog Module

Share knowledge, news and project results in an 
engaging and inspiring way. Create articles and 
allow participants to comment and sort on 
category.  

‣ Provides a source of information - create and publish quality 
content with high res imagery.  

‣Get feedback - understand what your audience wants and what 
they like/dislike about your products and or services. 

‣ It’s engaging - attract repeat visitors and gain their trust and 
respect. 

‣ Sharing research results with participants 
‣ Posting and getting project or company feedback 
‣Developing thought leadership



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Focus Module

Host video-based group calls with up to 16 video 
streams and up to a 250 audio streams. Allow 
participants to share their screen and record 
conversations for later analysis.

‣Make things more personal - while people love participating in your 
other activities, being able to see each other and talk about different 
topics in real-time can be refreshing and sometimes necessary. 

‣Open dialogue - host open conversations filled with creativity and new 
ideas leaping out at a pace that can be useful for an organization.  

‣ Participate - be present and ‘listen’ in a much deeper way than your 
members might have been used to. 

‣Online focus groups 
‣ In-Depth (1:1) interviews 
‣ VOC - Voice of the Customer 
‣ Persona development 
‣Group chat 
‣ Feedback from influencers

‣ Category understanding 
‣Understanding social topics 
‣ Project launch sessions 
‣ Live brainstorming 
‣ Bonding



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Chat Module

By making the first step towards a conversation, 
you are increasing the likelihood that 
participants are willing to share. Use this one-to-
many chat roll to engage with participants directly.

‣Online chat (focus) groups - engage with up to 25 participants in 
direct chat, and have a qualitative discussion among like-minded.  

‣Open dialogue - great open conversations filled with creativity and 
new ideas leaping out at a pace that can be useful for an 
organization.  

‣ Participate - be present and ‘listen’ in a much deeper way than 
participants might have been used to. 

‣Online focus groups 
‣ In-Depth interviews 
‣ VOC - Voice of the Customer 
‣ Persona development 
‣Group chat 
‣ Feedback from influencers

Please note: this module is deprecated and will soon be replaced by other 
functionality.

‣ Category understanding 
‣Understanding social topics 
‣ Project launch sessions 
‣ Live brainstorming 
‣ Bonding
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Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

MoodBoard

Get a visual representation of people’s feelings 
on a topic is easy with MoodBoard. Participants 
can select a template, find or upload images, then 
share their board as an image for the rest of the 
community to see. 

‣ It’s fun - the integrated stock photo library (powered by 
unsplash.com) and various templates make it fun for participants 
to create something. 

‣ It’s visual - access to thousands of images and the ability for 
participants to respond to creations make this our most visual 
feature of the platform. 

‣ It’s inspiring - soon your platform will host a collection of visually 
inspiring contributions that will engage people to do more.

‣ Personal observations 
‣ Lifestyle feedback 
‣ Customer experience 
‣ Inspiration & engagement

Watch The Video

‣ Co-creation & ideation 
‣ Brainstorming

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbim9LwhzR4&feature=emb_logo


Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

HeatMap

Ask participants to rate visual stimuli by placing 
positive and negative markers with comments. 
Visualize responses and make it instantly clear how 
to improve your creative.

‣ It’s fun - for participants this tool can be a welcome variation on 
text based input or surveys. 

‣ It’s visually insightful - the ability to convert markers to a visual 
map helps you find problems or areas of improvement with 
creative quickly.

‣ Advertisement research 
‣Website/UX research 
‣ Brand & image positioning 
‣Graphic identity & logo testing

‣ Concept testing 
‣ Packaging research



Why it’s great

What it is

Platform-wide Image & Video Uploads

CMNTY Platform support uploading of images, 
videos and attachments throughout the 
platform. Enable participants to provide visually 
rich responses when necessary.

‣ Collect rich responses - text responses are great, but a picture 
tells a thousand words. And what about moving images? 

‣ It inspires people - from experience we know that seeing visual 
responses keeps people engaged longer and inspires them to add 
images and videos themselves.  

‣ It’s insightful - by using the MoodBoard for example, you can let 
our AI help you turn images into word clouds. 

‣ Create a visually appealing community - create a visually 
appealing platform that people love to return too.
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Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Gamification

Increase engagement, loyalty and motivation 
within your platform. Reward people for 
participating in your project and let them feel 
appreciated.  

‣ Encourages engagement - add game elements throughout the 
entire platform to increase engagement and motivation.  

‣ Leaderboards - drive strong behavioral action through social 
stimulation. Ensuring activities or tasks are completely finished.  

‣ Includes a webshop - offer products, goodies or simply gifts cards 
and allow participants to make purchases with points earned. 

‣Available platform wide - gamification is applicable to almost any 
type of activity, and can be automated.

‣ Creating a sense of community 
‣ Keeping your platform active 
‣ Increasing engagement levels within assignments 
‣ Increasing loyalty



Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Task List

The Task List is our most sophisticated tool for 
assigning content to participants and tracking 
completion rates. In CMNTY Pulse, the total 
responses to tasks can be analyzed from a per task 
or per participant perspective.

‣ Provides clarity - prevent that participants become unsure what 
you expect from them next. 

‣ Track engagement - see which tasks have been completed by 
everybody and which have not.   

‣ Increases completion rates - the ability to provide clarity and to 
send reminders can heavily increase completion rates for the tasks 
you set.

‣Maintaining ROI on panel acquisition 
‣ Improving completion and retention rates 
‣ Improving overal user experience 
‣ Improving quality of insights
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Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

CMNTY Pulse

CMNTY Pulse is our platform’s ever expanding 
central insights & moderation hub. It contains 
countless tools to make your life as a research 
executive or analyst easier.

‣Designed for analysis - moderate responses by visually tracking, 
analyzing displayed metrics and exporting key data points.  

‣ Real time insights - word clouds, mood boards, bookmark 
analysis, profanity filters, reported content and data sets are 
immediately available.  

‣Understanding - dashboards surface the necessary data to 
understand, analyze and improve your platform’s engagement 
levels and drive results for your stakeholders.

‣ Visualizing insights 
‣ Research & fieldwork 
‣ Content moderation 

Watch The Video

‣ Sentiment analysis 
‣ Collaboration & engagement 
‣ Presentation of results

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDD1U-odDmo


Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Data Export

Using Data Export you can download all data that 
has been created inside the platform as a .CSV 
file. Import it in your favorite analysis tool for later 
processing or use it as a backup.

‣Analyze in external tools - import CSVs into Excel, Tableau or 
other tools for further analysis . 

‣Actionable data - create new strategies and follow trends in your 
audience, generate predictions and create benchmarks for follow-
up.  

‣ Easy & quick backup - select and download the data you need and 
store it in a safe place, just in case. Includes transcripts, images, 
videos, text, profile fields, statistics and KPIs.

‣ Allows for custom analysis on engagement data 
‣ Allows for custom qualitative analysis in external tools 
‣ Provides a full platform backup 
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Why it’s great

What it’s ideal for

What it is

Dynata Integration

CMNTY Platform seamlessly integrates with 
Dynata's global panel, the largest in the insights 
industry. Reduce the time gap between onboarding 
participant and the start of your project. 

‣ Increase efficiency - select your sample from within your platform 
and provide data-driven results more quickly. 

‣ It’s a LARGE panel - Dynata gives you a reach that encompasses 62 
million consumers and business professionals globally and an 
extensive library of individual profile attributes collected through 
surveys. 

‣More reliable insights - create a more representative sample by 
bringing multiple sources together in one platform. Using CMNTY's 
Dynata integration, researchers and marketers generate reliable 
insights more quickly and more economically.

‣When you don’t have time to recruit your own panel. 
‣When you need access to low incidence audiences (i.e. 

healthcare, voters, esports fans, luxury car owners). 
‣When you expect high attrition rates in your project and 

need quick ways to boost engagement.

Watch The Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md5_aw-YtPo&feature=emb_logo
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‣English 

‣Dutch 

‣German 

‣Danish 

‣French 

‣Finnish 

‣Brazilian 

‣Russian 

‣Spanish 

‣Polish 

‣ Indonesian

Platform

‣English 

‣German 

‣Spanish 

‣ Italian 

‣Portuguese 

‣French 

‣ Japanese 

‣Arabic 

‣Simplified Chinese

Sentiment Analysis

‣Gulf Arabic (ar-AE) 

‣Modern Standard Arabic 
(ar-SA) 

‣ Chinese Mandarin - 
Mainland (zh-CN) 

‣Dutch (nl-NL) 

‣Australian English (en-
AU) 

‣British English (en-GB) 

‣ Indian English (en-IN) 

‣ Irish English (en-IE) 

‣ Scottish English (en-AB) 

‣US English (en-US) 

‣Welsh English (en-WL) 

‣ Spanish (es-ES) 

‣US Spanish (es-US) 

‣ French (fr-FR) 

‣ Canadian French (fr-CA) 

‣ Farsi (fa-IR) 

‣German (de-DE) 

‣ Swiss German (de-CH) 

‣Hebrew (he-IL) 

‣ Indian Hindi (hi-IN) 

‣ Indonesian (id-ID) 

‣ Italian (it-IT) 

‣ Japanese (ja-JP) 

‣ Korean (ko-KR) 

‣Malay (ms-MY) 

‣ Portuguese (pt-PT) 

‣Brazilian Portuguese (pt-
BR) 

‣ Russian (ru-RU) 

‣ Tamil (ta-IN) 

‣ Telugu (te-IN) 

‣ Turkish (tr-TR) 

Automated Transcription

Languages

‣ Italian 

‣Romanian 

‣ Japanese 

‣Swedish 

‣Turkish 

‣Arabic 

‣Vietnamese 

‣Thai 

‣Czech 

‣Simplified Chinese 

‣Hebrew



‣User Groups/Segmentation 

‣Dynamic User Groups 

‣User Roles 

‣ Import/Export Users (CSV)

User Management

‣Points & Badges 

‣Leaderboards 

‣Manual & Automatic Rewarding 

‣Built-in Rewards Shop 

‣Fulfillment Tracking

Gamification

‣Custom Domain Names 

‣Custom Pages & Elements 

‣Custom Javascript 

‣CSS Editor 

‣White Labeling 

‣Language Overrides

Customization

‣SAML-based Single Sign-On (SSO) 

‣API 

‣Zapier Integration 

‣Social Login (FB/TW/LI/Google)

Connectivity

‣Newsletter System 

‣Gamification Engine 

‣Notification Emails 

‣Notification Center 

‣@-Mentioning 

‣Rich Text Editor 

‣ Image/Video Upload 

‣Private Messaging

Participant Engagement

‣Daily/Weekly Backups 

‣Up to 99.95% uptime guarantee 

‣GDPR Compliant 

‣CCPA Compliant 

‣HIPAA Compliant 

‣ ISO 27001 Compliant

Servers and Compliance

Miscellaneous
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‣Careful planning and configuration of your insights platform is 
essential to the success of your research project. We can help 
you with feature selection, branding, security settings and 
integrations to name a few.

Platform Configuration

‣A well prepared project team is important. It allows you to 
build on your successes, but also be resilient when things 
don't go as expected. Our onboarding service gets your team 
ready to run your research project with confidence.

Team Onboarding

‣ If a branded platform experience is important but you don't 
have design resources available, we can help. We have 
experienced designers and coders that can help you turn 
your vision into reality.

Platform Design Services

‣Content moderation can be a stressful task, especially when 
working with high volumes. Our team can provide extra 
hands when needed and even run the entire project for you 
based on your direction.

Content Moderation

‣ Instructor-led platform training sessions for you and your 
team are available on demand. We offer intro sessions as well 
as sessions for the more seasoned research professional.

Training Sessions

‣Having to dig through large amounts of data and write reports 
while running a project can be a distraction. We are stand-by 
to jump in whenever you need a helping hand to get your 
reports ready in time.

Analysis & Reporting

‣ It's no secret that engaged participants fuel successful 
insights projects. With our research strategy service we help 
you build a long-term strategy that steers your project 
towards success.

Research Strategy Design

‣Our AI is strong in transcribing videos that are recorded 
through our platform. However, no AI is flawless and it can 
struggle with nuances and dialects. We offer human, manual 
transcription services on demand.

Human Transcription Services



CMNTY | AMERICAS 

110 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005  
United States

Robert Belpasso 

+1 888-572-6689 
robert@cmnty.com

CMNTY | EMEA and APAC 
Kastanjelaan 400 
5616 LZ, Eindhoven 
The Netherlands

Meggy van den Heuvel 

+31 (0)40 340-0441 
meggy@cmnty.com

Reach out for a  
customized quote!

mailto:robert@cmnty.com
mailto:meggy@cmnty.com

